
15-MAR-2021_times of healing with His Words 

(Jesus speaking: ) I know you are trying to be brave. You so want to please Me, you’ll do anything for 

Me. And you don’t want to be weak and fail.  

Hey, it’s time for a visit to the doctor. Come on, let down your tough armour. There’s a heart that’s 

bleeding in there. You’d so love to have someone to talk to about it, but there is none. 

I take off My doctor’s robe and pour ointment all over My body. The way it gets on you is by Me 

rubbing it all over you while we embrace. A little tenderness needs to get in. And I know just how to 

do it. It’s okay to cry. You don’t have to be so hardened. It’s not like you’ll fail the test if you weep a 

little, just from the shock and trauma of it. I know you are having faith, and love and obedience. You 

love Me too much to let this little thing move you.  

But I know it’s something that is actually a very real and big cost for you. Just the sheer risk of what it 

might mean to you was putting your all on the altar, and you still don’t know what will become of it.  

(The healing words then were in file: 15-MAR-2021_beyond predictable to the enemy) 

 

16-MAR-2021 

(Jesus speaking: ) I see your tears. Keep leaning harder into Me, for in Me You have wealth and 

wellbeing. Lean far into Me. Put away disputation, mental conversing of this or that “rightness” that 

you wish to say. I’m eager to talk and what I have to say is what actually matters, for in listening to 

what My fresh Word says actually make this or that happen. So sit down now with pen in hand and 

eager lips, and draw the Words out. I love it when you do. 

(The healing words then were in file: 16-MAR-2021_Embattable the fierce warrior) 

 

16-MAR-2021 

(Jesus speaking: ) I have wounded, and broken self-will, and now I will bring it health and cure.  

Here are the living waters to restore. For in them do you have life.  

(The healing words then were in file: 16-MAR-2021_ steps of obedience equal true progress) 


